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Abstract

We study the silicon vacancy in 3C-SiC as a color center of interest
in the field of Quantum Technologies, focusing on its magnetic inter-
action with the SiC nuclear spin bath containing Si29 and C13 nuclei
in their natural isotopic concentration. We calculate the system’s en-
ergetic and magnetic properties with ab initio methods based on the
Density Functional Theory, identifying the neutral charge state of the
silicon vacancy as the most favorable for p-doped 3C-SiC systems.
We thereon evaluate the Free Induction Decay and the Hahn-echo se-
quence on the electron spin interacting with the nuclear spin bath.
Here, the Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation phenomenon, due
to single nuclear spin flipping processes, and the overall decay are
highlighted in the context of the Cluster Correlation Expansion the-
ory. We find a non-exponential coherence decay, which is a typical
feature of solid-state qubits subjected to low frequency 1/f-type noise
from the environment.
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1 Introduction

Silicon carbide (SiC) is widely recognized as an interesting material for techno-
logical applications. Its capacity to work in harsh environments under high tem-
peratures, yielding faster switching speeds, lower power losses and higher blocking
voltages with respect to silicon has boosted its industrial exploitation in solid-state
devices [1]. Within this context, SiC-based architectures have been already used
as shields in accelerators [2], power devices in electronics [3] and quantum sensors
of magnetic fields and temperature gradients [4]. The latter is just one of a number
of different and emerging applications for SiC, which regard its use in Quantum
Technologies (QT). Here, color centers generated by point-like defective configu-
rations like divacancies or Si/C vacancies can provide the active states in which
quantum information is encoded, processed and stored. Out of the many SiC poly-
types, where the difference lies in the structure of the stacking layers, the most
studied are the hexagonal 4H- and 6H-SiC [5] ones, due to the significant progress
made in their epitaxial growth and the availability of high-quality samples. On
the other hand, the cubic 3C-SiC polytype could potentially be an interesting and
convenient alternative due to the possibility to be heteroepitaxially grown on sili-
con substrates, along with a series of physical characteristics which are appealing
for electronic devices (lower band gap, absence of deep level stacking-fault defect
states, higher electron and hole mobilities, etc.) [6, 7]. However, the low quality
of 3C-SiC crystals during the past has largely hindered its technological use and
slowed down its further theoretical study. Recently, the fabrication techniques
and the control of defectivity for cubic 3C-SiC during growth processes have been
greatly enhanced [7, 8]. Consequently, QT driven investigations dedicated to 3C-
SiC based systems could raise an increasing interest in the near future as has
happened for 6H- and 4H-SiC [9].

This study theoretically focuses on a point defect in 3C-SiC having a strong
potentiality for QTs due to the low rate of quantum information loss [9, 10],
even at room temperature [11]. In particular, we have considered the neutral and
charged silicon vacancies (V0

Si, V−1
Si and V−2

Si ) magnetically interacting with the SiC
nuclear spin bath, constituted by naturally occurring Si29 and C13 paramagnetic
nuclei. Such system can be optically driven for coherent control purposes [4].
Furthermore, its energetics [12] and hyperfine interaction [13] properties can be
calculated via ab initio methods based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT).
We note here that the silicon vacancy in its neutral state has been experimentally
verified in 3C-SiC [14], but has received no attention in the theoretical literature.
In 3C-SiC only the V−1

Si defect has been addressed [15, 16]. The VSi center, in
its neutral charge configuration, can be modeled as a spin-1 defect that evolves in
the magnetic environment constituted by the spin-1/2 nuclear spin bath around it.
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Highly transition-selective microwave control pulses [5] can be used to effectively
reduce the three electron spin’s eigenstates to two in the resulting dynamics, so
that it can be considered as a qubit.

The nuclear spin bath induces noise at low frequencies for the point de-
fect. This is typically the case in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), where
the interesting experimental signal is generated by nonequilibrium electron spin
magnetization (equivalent to its coherence) precessing about an external mag-
netic field [17]. Due to the spatial field inhomogeneity, the measured signal in
a Free-Induction Decay (FID) process is defocused and displays a characteristic
non-exponential decay resulting in inhomogeneous broadening of the spectral lines.
Analogous effects occur in solid-state implementations of qubits and originate from
time-inhomogeneities due to repetitions of measurement protocols [18, 19, 20]. One
way of refocusing can be achieved by the Hahn-echo sequence, an established tech-
nique applied recently to investigate the residual decoherence of divacancy defects
in 4H-SiC in ref. [9]. Here we consider both the FID and Hahn-echo sequences ap-
plied to the considered defect employing the Cluster Correlation Expansion (CCE)
theory [21]. This method consists in breaking up the bath in uncorrelated clusters
containing different numbers of interacting nuclear spins, and thereby expressing
the qubit coherence as a product of all the contributions coming from the different
clusters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the
model and the methodology behind the ab initio calculation for the energetics of
the neutral and charged silicon vacancies in 3C-SiC, as well as the calculation of
the magnetic parameters of the system plus environment Hamiltonian. Section 3
discusses the analysis of the VSi formation energy, in its different charge states, as
a function of the Fermi level. In section 4 we present our results on the ab initio
calculation of the hyperfine tensor components, describing the interaction between
the VSi and the nuclear spins in the first two neighbor shells, and the calculation
of the Zero-Field Splitting (ZFS) tensor components. In section 5, based on the
system’s parameters derived via ab initio methods, we calculate both analytically
and numerically the spin coherence after free evolution (FID) and under the Hahn-
echo sequence, at first and second order of the CCE expansion. In the process, we
derive estimates of the decoherence time. Finally, in section 6 our conclusions and
ideas for further work are discussed.

2 Model and methodology

Ab initio methods based on DFT are important to calculate, among others, the
structural, electronic, optical and magnetic properties of molecules and solids [22].
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They may be used also to calibrate EPR Hamiltonians associated to electron spins
interacting with nuclear spin baths, allowing to calculate, for instance, the hyper-
fine tensor components [23] and the ZFS tensor components [24]. Our system’s
Hamiltonian can be written as [4]

H = H e +
∑
i

S ·Ai · Ii −
∑
i

µnB · gi · Ii +
∑
i<j

Ii ·Bij · Ij , (2.1)

H e = D

[
S2
z −

1

3
S (S + 1)

]
+ E

(
S2
x − S2

y

)
− µeB · ge · S. (2.2)

The first term in Eq. 2.1 is the electron spin Hamiltonian, which is composed by
the ZFS terms (first and second term of Eq. 2.2), describing the electron spin’s
self-interaction, and the Zeeman interaction with an external applied magnetic
field (last term of Eq. 2.2). The last three terms of Eq. 2.1 (where i, j = 1, . . . , N
indicate the nuclear spin and µn is the nuclear magneton) are the magnetic hyper-
fine interactions between the electron spin and the Si29 and C13 nuclear spins, the
Zeeman terms for each nuclear spin and the dipolar interactions between nuclear
spins, respectively. From now on, the pure-dephasing approximation [25, 26] is
performed on Eq. 2.1, so that no transition of the electron spin takes place by
exchanging energy with the environment. Our working Hamiltonian is (the choice
of putting E = 0 is justified in Appendix A) [26]

H = DS2
z + γeBzSz +

N∑
i=1

γiBzIiz + Sz ⊗
N∑
i=1

(AiIiz +BiIix) + Hn−n, (2.3)

where Hn−n is the last term of Eq. 2.1, Ai ≡ Aizz and Bi ≡
√
Ai2zx +Ai2zy, whereas

Azx, Azy and Azz are the elements of the third row of the hyperfine tensor. Note
that Hamiltonian 2.3 commutes with the electron spin Sz operator, so that it can
be expressed in the spin operator eigenbasis {|1〉, |0〉, | − 1〉}, giving rise to [9]

H =
∑

mS=1,0,−1

|mS〉〈mS | ⊗HmS , (2.4)

where

HmS = ωmS + H B +mS

N∑
i=1

(AiIiz +BiIix). (2.5)

Furthermore, H B =
∑N

i=1 γiBzIiz + Hn−n is the bath Hamiltonian. Finally,

ω1 = D + ωe, (2.6)

ω0 = 0, (2.7)

ω−1 = D − ωe, (2.8)
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where ωe = γeB is the Larmor frequency of the electron spin, are the eigenvalues
of the electron spin Hamiltonian H e (first and second term of Eq. 2.3). A direct
consequence of the form of Hamiltonian 2.4 is that, by opportunely initializing the
electron spin (more on that in section 5) and appropriately choosing the control
pulses as having precisely the right frequency ω1, the | − 1〉 state can be frozen
out of the dynamics since no transitions are allowed towards it. Therefore, the
electron spin effectively behaves as a qubit [9], and we will call it qubit from this
point forward.

In this context, ab initio methods are used to capture physical effects due
to the 3D distribution of the defect’s spin density, which mainly extends until the
third neighbor shell in 3C-SiC crystal structure (see Fig. 1a). These effects are not
included in the semiclassical approximation, where the electron and nuclear spins
are considered as classical magnetic point-dipoles interacting with each other. In
the semiclassical approximation, the hyperfine tensor can be written as

Ai =
µ0γiγe
4πr3

i

(
1− 3riri

r2
i

)
, (2.9)

where µ0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability, γi and γe are the i-th nuclear
spin and electron spin gyromagnetic ratios, respectively, whereas ri is the position
vector of the i-th nuclear spin with respect to the qubit, its modulus ri being the
distance between the two. Of course, as noticed, Eq. 2.9 is no longer applicable in
the immediate vicinity of the qubit.

For our computational study we have used the density functional theory as
implemented in the open-source Quantum Espresso (QE) code [12] for the calcula-
tion of the energetic and magnetic properties of the VSi in 3C-SiC. We considered
a 7× 7× 7 3C-SiC supercell starting from a primitive fcc unit cell, containing 686
atoms, for the calculation of the formation energy [27], whereas a 6×6×6 supercell,
containing 432 atoms, was employed for the evaluation of the EPR-related param-
eters like the hyperfine and ZFS tensor components. We used the Perdew-Burke-
Ezernhof implementation [28] of the generalized gradient approximation for the
description of the exchange-correlation functional. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials [29]
were used for standard ground-state properties, whereas hyperfine interactions
and ZFS tensors were computed with norm-conserving pseudopotentials [30], as
the latter showed a better agreement with respective experimental results [15].
The formation energy was evaluated for the VSi in various charged configurations
considering a non-collinear scheme for the magnetization. EPR calculations were
instead performed by using a collinear magnetization along the [001] lattice direc-
tion, in order to better comply with usual experimental setups, where the external
magnetic field is applied along the growth direction (which coincides with the [001]
crystal direction for most 3C-SiC growths [7]). Convergence was achieved with an
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(a)
(b)

Figure 1: (a) 3D spin density around a neutral VSi in 3C-SiC. The spin
density differences are mainly extended until the third neighbor shell. The
wave functions are calculated for a 6×6×6 3C-SiC supercell. (b) Formation
energies of a neutral, -1 and -2 charged VSi as a function of the electrochemical
potential within the bandgap, for non-collinear calculations in a 686-atom
3C-SiC supercell.

asymmetric 3×3×3 k-point grid [31] having an offset with respect to the Γ point.
Upon completion of the DFT calculations, the QE wave functions were used as
an input in the QE Gauge-Including Projector Augmented-Wave (QE-GIPAW)
code [13, 32], to calculate the hyperfine tensor components describing the VSi-
nuclear spins interaction. In addition, they were used to calculate the ZFS tensor
components with the aid of the PyZFS code [33]. Finally, in order to better un-
derstand if the stacking sequence of the SiC polytype has important implications
in the magnetic properties of the defect, hyperfine tensor calculations were also
performed for a neutral VSi in hexagonal 4H-SiC (for both k and h sites).

3 Formation energy

An important issue for the determination of the stability of a particular defect
under given thermodynamic conditions regards the energetic competition between
its various charged states. Here we have calculated the formation energy of the
neutral, and charged, VSi within a 3C-SiC 7 × 7 × 7 supercell, with a 3 × 3 × 3
asymmetric k-point grid. The formation energy Ef of a defect X can be defined
as the energy difference between the investigated system and the components in
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their reference states [34], i.e.

Ef [Xq] = Etot [Xq]− Etot [bulk]−
∑
i

niµi +
q

e
(EVBM + µe) + Ecorr. (3.1)

Etot [Xq] is the total energy of the host crystal with the defect with charge q, where
e > 0 is the elementary charge of the electron, Etot [bulk] is the total energy of the
same cell of crystal without the defect, and niµi is the reference energy of added (or
subtracted with a change of sign) atoms of element i at chemical potential µi. The
term in parenthesis accounts for the chemical potential of the electron(s) involved
in charging the defect. EVBM is the valence band maximum as given by the QE
band structure calculation for the bulk material, and µe is the electron chemical
potential defined here with respect to the top of the corresponding valence band.
The µe parameter can then be treated as a free parameter, allowing to account for
a shift of the Fermi level, e.g., due to doping. Note that µe = Egap/2 corresponds
to the undoped semiconductor case, where Egap is the intrinsic semiconductor
band gap. Finally, Ecorr is a sum of relevant correction terms, the most important
of which is the monopole correction term, taking into account the electrostatic
interaction between the charged defect and its periodic replicas within the ab
initio simulations. The monopole correction term can be written as [35]

Ecorr =
q2α

2εL
, (3.2)

where q is the charge of the defect, α is the Madelung constant associated to
our crystal structure, ε is the SiC experimental dielectric constant and L is the
distance between the defect and its periodic replicas. For the neutral VSi we have
calculated Etot

[
V0

Si

]
− Etot [bulk] and µSi by using QE, whereas for the charged

defects, for which q is different from zero, we have also calculated the valence band
maximum (see Eq. 3.1). Upon structural relaxation inducing a local reconstruction
around the defected site [36], the calculated magnetization for the V0

Si, V−1
Si and

V−2
Si defects was the one expected for a defect with electron spin-1, 3/2 and 1,

respectively [37]. Fig. 1a shows the spin density around the central VSi, which
extends until the third neighbor shell. This nonzero spin density is modeled and
implemented in the QE-GIPAW code and allows us to go beyond the semiclassical
magnetic point-dipole approximation of Eq. 2.9 (see the next section).

As we can see in Fig. 1b, in which the formation energy of a VSi with
different charge states is shown as a function of the Fermi level with respect to
the valence band maximum (corrected with the monopole correction term given
in Eq. 3.2), our ab initio results demonstrate the stability of the neutral state
for p-doped 3C-SiC samples. These results are in good agreement with previous
studies [27, 36, 35] and along with the experimental verification of the defect in its
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atom Axx Ayy Azz
C1 26.2 26.2 84.5
C2 27.4 27.4 85.6
C3 28.8 28.8 87.1
C4 27.5 27.5 85.7
Si1 − Si12 7.3 7.6 6.8

Table 1: Ab-initio calculated values (in MHz) for the hyperfine tensor com-
ponents describing the interaction between a neutral VSi in 3C-SiC and the
nuclear spins in the first and second neighbor shells. The values are obtained
by using the QE-GIPAW code [32].

neutral state [14] the theoretical study of its hyperfine interactions is motivated.
Another motivation for studying defects that are stable in p-doped 3C-SiC samples
is the great potential in applications of Al-doped 3C-SiC three gates devices in the
MOSFET industry [38]. We note instead that focus has been mainly put to the
V−1

Si charged state in previous reports [15, 16, 39, 14], or to the neutral vacancy
only for hexagonal SiC [40]. Within this context, in the next section the hyperfine
interactions for a V0

Si in 4H- and 3C-SiC are calculated by means of the DFT.
Moreover, the ZFS tensor components of a V0

Si in 3C-SiC are calculated as well.

4 Hyperfine interactions and Zero Field split-

ting

The results of our ab initio calculations can be used to define the hyperfine and
ZFS tensors from first principles with the aid of the QE-GIPAW and PyZFS codes,
respectively. Table 1 shows the hyperfine tensor components describing the inter-
action between a neutral VSi in 3C-SiC and the nuclear spins in the first and second
neighbor shells. In Tables 2 and 3, we show the same components for a neutral VSi

in 4H-SiC, located in the two nonequivalent 4H sites (i.e., k and h), respectively.
It is important to notice the different crystal structures (cubic and hexagonal) and
basal plane orientations ([001] for 3C-SiC and [0001] for 4H-SiC) of the two SiC
polytypes, which have an impact on the values obtained for the hyperfine interac-
tions. For example, the 4H-SiC polytype shows hyperfine tensor components for
one of the first neighbor C13 nuclei (i.e., the one corresponding to the [0001]-axis
of the hexagonal cell, or C3 for the k site and C2 for the h site) that have different
values with respect to the other components. This is due to the parallel collinear
magnetization along the [0001] direction imposed in the DFT calculations, along
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atom Axx Ayy Azz
C1 24.5 24.4 76.3
C2 24.5 24.4 76.2
C3 34.4 34.4 110.4
C4 24.5 24.4 76.2
Si1 − Si12 7.5 7.8 6.9

Table 2: Ab-initio calculated values (in MHz) for the hyperfine tensor com-
ponents describing the interaction between a neutral VSi (k site) in 4H-SiC
and the nuclear spins in the first and second neighbor shells. The values are
obtained by using the QE-GIPAW code [32].

atom Axx Ayy Azz
C1 24.3 24.2 75.1
C2 34.2 34.2 112.3
C3 24.4 24.3 76.0
C4 24.7 24.6 77.1
Si1 − Si12 7.5 7.8 6.9

Table 3: Ab-initio calculated values (in MHz) for the hyperfine tensor com-
ponents describing the interaction between a neutral VSi (h site) in 4H-SiC
and the nuclear spins in the first and second neighbor shells. The values are
obtained by using the QE-GIPAW code [32].

with the nonequivalent position of the vacancy sites in 4H-SiC. In 3C-SiC, the
same behavior is not present due to the equivalent position (same distance from
the defect) occupied by each C13 nucleus in the first neighbor shell, forming a
tetrahedron around the central VSi. Moreover, the z-axis along which the external
magnetic field is applied, coincides with the [001] direction, not with the [111] one
(which is the equivalent of the [0001] direction in the cubic polytype). Instead,
the surrounding of each Si29 nucleus in the second neighbor shell is approximately
invariant in the three cases, giving rise to similar hyperfine tensor components for
the two crystal sites in 4H-SiC and for both polytypes. Note that our results in
Tables 2 and 3 are in good agreement with the results of reference [15], whereas
the calibration in Table 1 is missing in the literature.

Concerning the ZFS tensor components of the electron spin associated to a
VSi in 3C-SiC, the values obtained for the axial and transversal components are
D = 1.68 MHz and E = −0.41 MHz, respectively. In Appendix A we demonstrate
that with our choice of parameters, the presence of both components (D and E)
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Si29 C13 Interaction

(a) (b)

Cluster

Figure 2: Functioning scheme of the CCE theory, for a generic bath in 3C-SiC
containing two Si29 nuclear spins (in red) and two C13 nuclear spins (in blue).
The spins are in general all interacting with each other via the last term of Eq.
2.1 and are represented in the up or down states with respect to the magnetic
field axis. (a): CCE1 approximation in which clusters contain a single nuclear
spin. (b): CCE2 approximation containing also two-dimensional clusters (for
simplicity only one is shown).

leads to similar results for the electron spin dynamics as when E = 0. Therefore,
in the rest of the paper we will consider E = 0 for simplicity.

5 CCE theory

In order to tackle the electron-nuclear spin bath problem we applied the CCE
theory. Such theory allows to calculate the off-diagonal component of a solid-
state qubit’s density matrix in the qubit eigenbasis, also known as coherence,
which is our objective. CCE theory has been developed in reference [21] and is
perfectly suited for qubits having random interactions with a finite-size bath. As a
matter of fact, for small baths the qubit may not finish decohering within the bath
spin flip-flop time and higher-order cluster correlations (cfr. Fig. 2) could grow
significant. In this case, among the various theories developed such as the density
matrix Cluster Expansion (CE) [41], the pair-correlation approximation [42] and
the Linked-Cluster Expansion (LCE) [43], only the CCE converges to the exact
coherent dynamics of clusters containing multiple spins. In particular, a cluster in
this context is defined as a group of fully interacting nuclear spins. CCE theory
owes its high convergence property to the fact that it is a bridge between the LCE
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and CE approaches. It does not require the need to count or evaluate Feynman
diagrams, while being free from the large-bath restriction of the CE. However,
typically CCE theory does not converge whenever its N -th truncation, or CCEN
(see below), is not sufficient to model the dynamics. In this case a small term
in the recursive expansion in the denominator of Eq. 5.5 below is not balanced
by a similar next-order term in the numerator and the final result blows up, thus
lying outside of the expected range. The coherent dynamics of finite clusters of
bath spins is of special interest in systems with random qubit-bath couplings.
Interesting examples are nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond and VSi in
SiC, which are magnetically coupled to randomly located nuclear spins in the
vicinity. For such systems, the analysis in reference [42] taking into account only
pair-correlations is not sufficient, e.g., to describe free evolution, which is governed
by singular interactions between the qubit and the nuclear spins. CCE theory
has the advantage of being in principle exact (see below), while simultaneously
being of great practical utility as an approximation scheme whenever many-body
correlations within the bath are not relevant and being more flexible than pair-
correlation approaches when higher-order correlations are needed.

In general, the qubit coherence is defined as [9]

L (t) ≡ tr {ρtot(t)S+}
tr {ρtot(0)S+}

, (5.1)

where ρtot(t) is the total qubit plus bath density operator at time t, S+ = Sx+ iSy
is the qubit raising operator and ρtot(0) = ρS(0) ⊗ ρB(0) is the initial state of
the overall system. In the dipolar approximation of Eq. 2.3 the qubit eigenbasis
coincides with a subset of the Sz spin operator eigenbasis, i.e. {|1〉, |0〉}. The qubit
is prepared in the pure state ρS(0) = |Ψ〉〈Ψ|, where

|Ψ〉 =
1√
2

(
|1〉+ i|0〉

)
, (5.2)

so that 〈Sy〉(0) = 1 and 〈Sx〉(0) = 0. The preparation in state 5.2, together with
the chosen form for the control pulses (see below) and the pure-dephasing approxi-
mation in Hamiltonian 2.3, ensures that the |−1〉 state stays out of the dynamics.
The coherence L (t) is a complex function having the expectation values of the
qubit Sx and Sy operators as real and imaginary parts, respectively. Furthermore,
Eq. 5.1 becomes intractable rather quickly as the number of nuclear spins in the
bath increases. The objective of CCE theory is then to provide a reasonable and
computationally achievable approximated version of the whole coherence given in
Eq. 5.1. In order to do so, the first step is the implementation of a numerical
procedure generating a random bath of nuclear spins. The Si29 and C13 nuclear
spins are thereby randomly put in our simulated 3C-SiC lattice, by using a random
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number generator, according to their natural abundance of 4.7 and 1.1%, respec-
tively. In typical EPR experiments the temperature of the examined sample is
∼ 10 K [9, 44], allowing us to consider completely randomized baths in our CCE
code, whose collective state at t = 0 can be written as the mixed state

ρB(0) =
N⊗
i=1

Ii
2
, (5.3)

where Ii is the i-th nuclear spin identity operator. Furthermore, in order to obtain a
correct statistical sampling of the random bath-generating procedure, we calculate
the qubit coherence as an average of the coherences associated to N different
random baths, or N different realizations of the numerical procedure. Hence, in
calculating the qubit coherence we confirmed that the converged value [9] for N
in our simulations is N = 50 (see Appendix A). In the generation of the random
baths, other numerical parameters whose convergence is necessary are the radius
of the spherical bath, Rbath, and the distance between nuclear spins beyond which
they are no longer interacting, or nuclear spin connectivity, rdipole. The converged
values for these parameters (see Appendix A) are found to be Rbath = 5 nm and
rdipole = 0.8 nm, as in reference [9].

Once all of this is taken care of, a Python 3 code developed and benchmarked
by us, implementing the CCE theory [45], has been used to calculate the dynamics
under the FID and the Hahn-echo processes. The CCE equations are the following:

ρC(t) = UCρC(0)U †C , (5.4)

L̃{C} =
L{C}(t)∏
C′ L̃{C′⊂C}

, (5.5)

L (t) = L̃{0}
∏
i

L̃{i}
∏
i,j

L̃{ij} · · · . (5.6)

Eq. 5.4 describes the dynamics of the density operator associated to the qubit
interacting with a generic cluster C, while the Hamiltonian in the time evolution
operator UC is given by Eq. 2.3, where the only nuclear spins within cluster C
are present. Eq. 5.4 is then substituted in Eq. 5.5 through L{C}(t), which can be
written as

L{C}(t) =
tr {ρC(t)S+}
tr {ρC(0)S+}

. (5.7)

Eq. 5.5 is the definition of the contribution to the coherence coming from cluster
C. Finally, the coherence in Eq. 5.6 is calculated as the product of all the con-
tributions coming from the different uncorrelated clusters. Therefore, since the
expansion of Eq. 5.6 can be cut from a given cluster dimension onward, the order
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: FID evaluated with CCE1 and CCE2 with semiclassical hyperfine
tensor components: absolute value of the coherence of a neutral VSi in 3C-
SiC as a function of free evolution time. The external magnetic field is 200
G (a) and 500 G (b). The curves are averaged over 50 different baths.

of approximation of the theory is defined as the number of nuclear spins inside the
biggest clusters we include in Eq. 5.6. Consequently, CCEN is the implementation
of CCE theory where the biggest clusters we consider contain N different nuclear
spins. In the remainder of the paper we focus exclusively on the CCE1 and CCE2
approaches, with clusters containing single and interacting pairs of nuclear spins,
respectively (see Fig. 2 for the functioning scheme of the CCE1 and CCE2 ap-
proaches). The benchmark was done against Seo et al. [9], whose study is focused
on a divacancy in 4H-SiC.

5.1 Free Induction Decay

The research on FID is interesting for many reasons. In the literature experiments
are described that elucidate the quantum mechanical origins of the FID signal and
spin noise [46]. FID has also been used as a means of controlling the phase and
amplitude of extreme ultraviolet photons [47]. Our main objective in studying
FID, and the goal of this subsection, is to evaluate the qubit’s decoherence time
after free evolution and to compare it with the one we obtain after a given control
procedure is applied (cfr. subsection 5.2).

Therefore, in this subsection we focus on the FID process [44], i.e. we let
the system freely evolve after the preparation of the qubit. The preparation is
obtained via the application of a π/2 pulse to the qubit in the |0〉 state, so that
the initial state is the one given in Eq. 5.2, and the entire FID process can be
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described as
ρFID(τ) = UFID(τ)ρS(0)U †FID(τ), (5.8)

where UFID(τ) = e−iH τe−iπ/2Sx is the FID propagator, ρS(0) = |0〉〈0| and the sys-
tem’s Hamiltonian is the pure-dephasing one given by Eq. 2.3. The real and imag-
inary parts of the coherence can be analytically calculated in the pure-dephasing
approximation and CCE1 case, i.e. whenever we can write the Hamiltonian in
the form of Eq. 2.4 and safely neglect the Hn−n interaction between nuclear spins
inside the bath Hamiltonian in 2.5. Then we substitute Eq. 2.4 in Eq. 5.1 through
ρtot(t), and the analytical expressions we obtain are the following [44],

〈Sx〉FID(τ) = − sin [(ω1 − ω0) τ ] fB(τ), (5.9)

〈Sy〉FID(τ) = cos [(ω1 − ω0) τ ] fB(τ), (5.10)

where

fB(τ) =

N∏
i=1

[
cos
(ωIiτ

2

)
cos

(
ΩIiτ

2

)
+ sin

(ωIiτ
2

)
sin

(
ΩIiτ

2

)
ωIi +Ai

ΩIi

]
(5.11)

is a factor depending on the nuclear spins, and

ΩIi =

√
(ωIi +Ai)

2 +B2
i . (5.12)

In Eq. 5.11,
ωIi = γiB (5.13)

is the Larmor frequency of the i-th nuclear spin, where B is the external magnetic
field.

Our results on FID, obtained with our customized code, are displayed in
Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 we show a comparison between the absolute value of the
qubit’s coherence at the CCE1 and CCE2 levels of the theory, for two different
external magnetic fields. The CCE1 curves exactly coincide with the analytical
ones obtained as a graph of Eqs. 5.9 and 5.10. Note that there is no interesting
effect that is modeled in the passage from CCE1 to CCE2, and the two versions give
pretty close results. In Fig. 4 we present the same curves at the CCE2 level, both
with semiclassical and ab initio hyperfine tensor components, for different external
magnetic fields. As can be seen, the presence of even one single nuclear spin in the
first shells of next-neighbors causes an appreciable change in the coherence, due to
the difference in the hyperfine tensor components and therefore in ΩIi (remember
that FID can be well-modeled already at CCE1, see Fig. 3).

In order to better understand our FID results and directly correlate dif-
ferences in the position of the nuclear spins to the modification of the coherence
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: FID evaluated with CCE2 with semiclassical and ab initio hyperfine
tensor components: absolute value of the coherence of a neutral VSi in 3C-
SiC as a function of free evolution time. The external magnetic field is 200
G (a) and 500 G (b). The curves are averaged over 50 different baths.

modulation frequencies, we propose a manipulation of Eqs. 5.9 and 5.10. In par-
ticular, by opportunely rewriting those equations we are able to explicitly obtain
the coherence modulation frequencies. To do that we have to express the product
of N terms in Eq. 5.11 as a sum of sinusoidal functions, by repeatedly applying
the appropriate trigonometric formulas, so that the modulation frequencies are
easily calculated via a Fourier transform. The new expressions can be obtained
by exploiting induction considerations (see Appendix B) and the imaginary part
of the coherence, e.g., is given by

〈Sy〉 = cos(ω1τ)ΣN (τ), (5.14)

where

ΣN (τ) =
1

22N−1

{
SI1 · · ·SIN

[
(+−+− . . .+−) + . . .+ (+−−+ . . .−+)

]
+ SI1 · · ·DIN

[
(+−+− . . .+ +) + . . .+ (+−−+ . . .−−)

]
+ . . .

+ SI1 · · ·DIi · · ·DIN

[
(+− . . .+ + . . .+ +) + . . .+ (+− . . .−− . . .−−)

]
+ . . .+DI1 · · ·DIN

[
(+ + + + . . .+ +) + . . .+ (+ +−− . . .−−)

]}
.

(5.15)

In Eq. 5.15 we have used the shorthand notation

(+− . . .+−) ≡ cos
[

(ωI1/2− ΩI1/2 + . . .+ ωIN/2− ΩIN/2) τ
]
, (5.16)
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whereas

SIi ≡ 1 +
ωIi + Ai

ΩIi

, (5.17)

DIi ≡ 1− ωIi + Ai
ΩIi

. (5.18)

Inside the curly brackets there are 2N terms, each of which is multiplied
by a sum of 2N−1 cosines inside the square brackets. Therefore, without
counting the qubit through its level splitting ω1 (in which case the modulation
frequencies would be doubled, see Appendix B), the modulation frequencies
are 2N × 2N−1 = 22N−1. Eq. 5.15 reduces to expected results in simple
limiting conditions, i.e.

ΣN (A = 0, B = 0) = 1, (5.19)

ΣN (τ = 0) = 1. (5.20)

Eqs. 5.19 and 5.20, coupled with Eq. 5.14, give us the expected behavior of
the coherence imaginary part when the qubit is isolated from the environ-
ment and at the beginning of the dynamics, respectively. Additional consid-
erations regarding Eq. 5.15 are reported in Appendix B, in particular the
numerical calculation of the modulation frequencies in a simple case. Finally,
the modulation frequencies, containing information on how each nuclear spin
in the bath affects the qubit during the dynamics, can be derived directly
from the pure-dephasing Hamiltonian 2.3, in the CCE1 case or whenever
Hn−n = 0. In particular, they are obtained as linear combinations of our
system’s eigenenergies, as we demonstrate in Appendix C.

At this point, the difference in the modulation frequencies in going from
the semiclassical to the ab initio curve in Fig. 4 is explained by considering
the dependency of those frequencies, given in Eq. 5.15, on the hyperfine
tensor components through ΩIi . In particular, in the case where the bath is
composed by a single C13 nucleus in the first neighbor shell, there are only
two frequencies in the terms (+−) and (++). The first frequency doubles its
value, from 13.1 MHz to 29.4 MHz, by using the ab initio calibration.

5.2 Hahn-echo

In NMR/EPR systems environmental noise takes the form of magnetic field
noise that results from the effect of accumulating disturbances from each nu-
clear spin-generated magnetic field (such static magnetic field inhomogeneity
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causes inhomogeneous broadening of the spectral lines [18]). To limit inho-
mogeneous broadening, we have applied the Hahn-echo sequence [48], an
established control technique [44, 9] allowing to refocus the spin coherence
and thus enlarge its decoherence time [49, 9], which is the main goal of this
subsection.

In this regard, the most important part of the spin-echo sequence is an
intermediate π pulse applied to the qubit which allows to refocus the spin co-
herence resulting from the effect of static magnetic field inhomogeneities [17].
Consequently, the dynamics can be described in the following way:

ρHE(τ) = UHE(τ)ρS(0)U †HE(τ), (5.21)

where UHE(τ) = e−iH τ/2e−iπSxe−iH τ/2e−iπ/2Sx is the Hahn-echo propagator
and ρS(0) is the same as for the FID case. Now, as a first order approximation,
at the CCE1 level we can obtain analytical expressions for the coherence real
and imaginary parts in the pure-dephasing approximation [9], as in the FID
case. Therefore, the qubit coherence components in 5.1, after the Hahn-echo
sequence, can be written as [44]

〈Sx〉HE(τ) = 0, (5.22)

〈Sy〉HE(τ) =
N∏
i=1

[
1− 2ki+1,0 sin2

(
ΩIi

τ

4

)
sin2

(
ωIi

τ

4

)]
, (5.23)

where

ki+1,0 =
B2
i

Ω2
Ii

(5.24)

is the modulation depth parameter of the i-th nuclear spin between the |0〉
and | + 1〉 qubit states. Eq. 5.23 describes fast oscillations of the qubit
coherence, or modulations (see Fig. 5), known in the literature as Electron
Spin Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM), which are due to single nuclear
spin transitions [44]. The real part of the coherence is zero also at t = τ
because of the refocusing action of the central π pulse.

Our results on the Hahn-echo confirm the ones found in the litera-
ture [9], and extend them to a neutral VSi in 3C-SiC. In particular, the
decay of the coherence is obtained already at the second order of approxi-
mation of the CCE theory, or CCE2 level, as shown in Fig. 5a (this does
not preclude the possibility of having further effects beyond CCE2). The
figure shows the coherence of the qubit under the Hahn-echo sequence, for
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Hahn-echo evaluated with CCE1 and CCE2 with semiclassical
hyperfine tensor components: absolute value of the coherence of a neutral
VSi in 3C-SiC as a function of free evolution time, for an external magnetic
field of 200 G. The result is averaged over 50 different baths. (a): the blue
curve is the analytical (Eq. 5.23) or CCE1 result and the red one is the
CCE2. Notice the coherence decay in the milliseconds range. (b): CCE2
coherence with a fitting exponential function e−(t/T2)n and the optimal values
for the parameters T2, in ms, and n in the inset.

an external applied magnetic field of 200 G. The blue curve is the coher-
ence calculated at the first order of approximation of the theory, or CCE1
level, and exactly coincides with the analytical curve obtained as a graph
of Eq. 5.23, as in the FID case. This should be the case since Eq. 5.23 is
obtained precisely by following the analytical counterpart of the numerical
procedure behind the CCE1 approach, i.e. by neglecting Hn−n in 2.5 and
thereby considering the coherence as a product of independent contributions
coming from each nuclear spin. Now, as can be seen from Fig. 5, at the
CCE2 level (red curve), where also contributions from clusters containing
pairs of nuclei are considered, the decay appears (note the difference with
FID, for which CCE1 and CCE2 give similar results). Therefore, pairwise
interactions within the bath are responsible for a coherence decay that is not
cancelled by the echo [9]. Moreover, we observe from Fig. 5b that, under the
approximations performed, the predicted coherence decay is in the millisec-
onds range, whereas for FID is in the 0.01 ms range (this difference is crucial
in QT applications). The figure shows the CCE2 coherence and a stretched
exponential function fitting its decaying envelope, as well as the optimal val-
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Figure 6: Hahn-echo evaluated with CCE2 with semiclassical (Eq. 2.9) and
ab initio (Table 1) hyperfine tensor components: absolute value of the co-
herence of a neutral VSi in 3C-SiC as a function of free evolution time, for
an external magnetic field of 200 G. The result is averaged over 50 different
baths.

ues, obtained via a curve-fitting algorithm, for the Hahn-echo decoherence
time T2 and the stretching factor n of the exponential. These values are
1.128 ms and 2.383, respectively, for the 200 G curve. Due to the presence of
a stretching factor, we demonstrate that also for a VSi in 3C-SiC the decay
of the coherence envelope is not exponential, which is a typical behavior for
qubits in NMR/EPR and in general in the solid state. As a matter of fact,
this also happens for superconducting qubits, which are usually subjected to
1/f -type noise from the environment [18].

Then, we have used the ab initio calculated values of the hyperfine
tensor components listed in Table 1 in our CCE code. The comparison
of the resulting coherence curve with the semiclassical one, for an external
applied magnetic field of 200 G, is shown in Fig. 6. The main difference is in
the modulation effect, whereas the decay, and hence the decoherence time,
is almost unchanged. Again, doing the comparison with FID we see that
spin-echo protocols are more robust against the hyperfine tensor components
change due to the ab initio calibration. This is due to the refocusing π
pulse that lifts the dependence on one-body interactions, which are more
affected by the ab initio calibration. This is in turn due to there being
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way more one-body interactions where the electron-nuclear spin distance is
such that the ab initio value is used as opposed to two-body interactions
where both nuclear spins are close enough to require the ab initio calibration.
This behavior is understood by looking at Eq. 5.23, for which a similar
reasoning used in the passage from Eq. 5.10 to Eq. 5.14 can be applied to
analytically calculate the modulation frequencies. Those frequencies depend
both on the single nuclear spin Larmor frequencies and the hyperfine tensor
components through ΩIi . Therefore, if any of the 50 random baths in a given
simulation happens to have a nuclear spin in the first or second neighbor
shell, the hyperfine tensor components entering Eq. 5.23, and thereby the
modulations of the coherence, will be modified. We find the change of the
modulation frequencies by using the ab initio calibration to be of the same
order of magnitude as in the FID case (see the last paragraph of subsection
5.1). As for the decoherence effect, which is at least caused by two-body
interactions between nuclear spins (it appears at least at the CCE2 level),
the probability of having two nuclear spins in the first and second neighbor
shell is less than the probability of having just one, thus conditioning less
the coherence decay. This is a consequence of the chosen numerical random
bath-generating procedure.

6 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have used the density functional theory to study the for-
mation energy of the silicon vacancy in 3C-SiC, analyzing its charge states
and establishing their range of stability as a function of the Fermi level. By
doing so, we have demonstrated that the less studied neutral charge state of
the VSi is the most stable one for p-doped 3C-SiC samples. Moreover, our
results on the hyperfine tensor components show significant deviation with
respect to the semiclassical estimates of the model parameters obtained with
Eq. 2.9. We have studied both Hahn spin-echo and FID as protocols applied
to our qubit, finding the equations (Eqs. 5.9 and 5.10) that describe FID
when the nuclear spins are non-interacting with each other. By appropriately
rewriting those equations we have been able to analytically calculate, at the
CCE1 level, the FID modulation frequencies and directly associate them to
the Hamiltonian eigenvalues, and hence to the system’s magnetic parameters.
Furthermore, by applying the CCE theory by means of our in-house code, we
have evaluated within reliable approximations the ESEEM phenomenon and
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the decoherence of the spin associated to the defect when Hahn spin-echo
protocols, and FID processes, with different magnetic field values are applied
to the system. The estimated VSi decoherence time in 3C-SiC, after a Hahn-
echo protocol has been applied, is in the milliseconds range, thus gaining at
least two orders of magnitude with respect to FID. We have also evaluated
the non-exponential character of the coherence decay, which is typical for
qubits in solid state devices. Finally, we have demonstrated that, for the
spin-echo, modeling the 3D distribution of the spin density in the vicinity
of the qubit in our CCE simulations, by using ab initio methods based on
DFT, has an effect on the coherence modulations known as the ESEEM phe-
nomenon, but not as much on the decoherence effect, which is important for
QT applications. For the FID process the effect is instead more pronounced.
This is due to the FID process being dominated by one-body interactions
between the qubit and the nuclear spins in the bath, and to these interac-
tions being more affected by the ab initio calibration than the two-body ones
between nuclear spins.

We hope that our work can inspire new studies on the cubic polytype
of SiC, which is gaining new attention within the scientific literature.

This work was partially funded by the Italian Ministry for Educa-
tion, University and Research (MIUR) in the framework of the National
Project PON EleGaNTe (Electronics on GaN-based Technologies), Grant
No. ARS01 01007. T.F. acknowledges a fruitful conversation and exchange
of emails with Mykyta Onizhuk from the group of Giulia Galli.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.1: CCE2 absolute value of the coherence of a neutral VSi in 3C-
SiC as a function of free evolution time, with different values for the axial
component D of the ZFS tensor, for an external magnetic field of 500 G. The
dynamics implemented is a free evolution, or FID process, and the results
are averaged over 50 different baths. (a): the transversal component E of the
ZFS tensor is absent. (b): the transversal component E of the ZFS tensor is
present (E = −0.41 MHz). The curves are obtained with the PyCCE code
from the Galli group [50].

A Supplemental material on the simulations

In this Appendix we are going to present all the results on the convergence
of the parameters entering our simulations.

First of all, in Fig. A.1 we show the dependence of the coherence on the
axial component D in a FID process. Since in our CCE code the Hamiltonian
is written in the pure-dephasing approximation from the start, these results
are obtained by using the PyCCE code from the Galli group [50]. As can
be seen from the figure, by adding E = −0.41 MHz (right panel) the result
does not change appreciably, so that our choice of neglecting E is justified.
Then, in Fig. A.2 we have studied the dependence of the coherence on the
radius of the spherical bath Rbath at the CCE1 level, which is sufficient for
analyzing FID.

From the figure we see that already for a bath with a radius of dimen-
sion Rbath = 2.5 nm the result is almost completely converged, justifying our
choice of Rbath = 5 nm.

Finally, in Fig. A.3 we show the dependence of the coherence on the
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(a) (b)

Figure A.2: CCE1 absolute value of the coherence of a neutral VSi in 3C-SiC
as a function of free evolution time, with different values for the radius of the
spherical bath Rbath, for an external magnetic field of 340 G (a) and 500 G
(b). The dynamics implemented is a free evolution, or FID process, and the
results are averaged over 50 different baths.

(a) (b)

Figure A.3: CCE1 absolute value of the coherence of a neutral VSi in 3C-SiC
as a function of free evolution time, with different values for the number of
bath realizations N , for an external magnetic field of 500 G. The dynam-
ics implemented is a free evolution, or FID process, and the radius of the
spherical bath is Rbath = 4 nm. (a): the hyperfine tensor components are
calculated via Eq. 2.9. (b): the hyperfine tensor components are calculated
via ab initio methods based on DFT (Table 1).
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number of realizations of the bath N , again at the CCE1 level and for a
reduced bath of Rbath = 4 nm. Note that already a mean over 50 different
baths is sufficient to obtain a reasonably well-converged coherence curve,
which is why we choose N = 50 in the main body of the paper.
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B Induction considerations

In this appendix we give a non-rigorous derivation of Eq. 5.15 of the main
text, starting from Eq. 5.11, by exploiting induction considerations.

Let’s start by considering the case where there is a single nuclear spin
in our bath, i.e. n = 1. In this case, by using trigonometric formulas, Eq.
5.11 can be written as

Σ1(τ) =
1

2

(
SI1 cos

[(
ωI1
2
− ΩI1

2

)
τ

]
+DI1 cos

[(
ωI1
2

+
ΩI1

2

)
τ

])
, (B.1)

and thus we have two terms and two modulation frequencies, one for each
term. In the case n = 2 we have instead four terms and eight modulation
frequencies, two for each term, as can be seen by the following formula:

Σ2 =
1

8

{
SI1SI2

[
cos
[(ωI1

2
− ΩI1

2
+
ωI2

2
− ΩI2

2

)
τ
]

+ cos
[(ωI1

2
− ΩI1

2
− ωI2

2
+

ΩI2

2

)
τ
]]

+ SI1DI2

[
cos
[(ωI1

2
− ΩI1

2
+
ωI2

2
+

ΩI2

2

)
τ
]

+ cos
[(ωI1

2
− ΩI1

2
− ωI2

2
− ΩI2

2

)
τ
]]

+DI1SI2

[
cos
[(ωI1

2
+

ΩI1

2
+
ωI2

2
− ΩI2

2

)
τ
]

+ cos
[(ωI1

2
+

ΩI1

2
− ωI2

2
+

ΩI2

2

)
τ
]]

+DI1DI2

[
cos
[(ωI1

2
+

ΩI1

2
+
ωI2

2
+

ΩI2

2

)
τ
]

+ cos
[(ωI1

2
+

ΩI1

2
− ωI2

2
− ΩI2

2

)
τ
]]}

.

(B.2)

By analyzing Eqs. B.1 and B.2 we find some common behaviors that allow
us to infer the form of the equation valid in the general n = N case to be
exactly Eq. 5.15. Furthermore, in the general case we have 2N terms and
22N−1 modulation frequencies, 2N−1 for each term. The number of terms and
the number of frequencies per term are not random, and can be understood,
or counted, as the number of ways in which we can dispose N elements from
a set of 2 elements, where the same element can be repeated at most N
times (they are thus called dispositions with repetitions). For what concerns
the number of terms we have to dispose N elements from the set of values
{SIi , DIi} they can take, with a maximum of N possible repetitions. The
number of these dispositions is precisely 2N . Instead, for the number of
frequencies per term we have to dispose N − 1 pairs of elements (pairs of
signs), all but the first one, from the set of values {+,−} they can take, with
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a maximum of N−1 possible repetitions, fixing at the same time the first pair
to a (+−) if the term they are multiplied by starts with an S or to a (++) if
the term they are multiplied by starts with a D. Since the cosine is an even
function, we can make the opposite choice, S −→ (−+) and D −→ (−−),
but also in this case the rules remain the same and nothing changes, so that
it is a matter of taste.

Finally, we give the version of Eq. 5.14 in which also the cos(ω1τ) term
is put inside of ΣN , i.e.

〈Sy〉 =
1

22N

{
SI1 · · ·SIN

[
(−+−+ . . .−+) + . . .+ (−+ +− . . .+−)

+ (+−−+ . . .−+) + . . .+ (+−+− . . .+−)
]

+ SI1 · · ·DIN

[
(−+ . . .−+−−) + . . .+ (+− . . .+−−−)

+ (−+ . . .−+ + +) + . . .+ (+− . . .+−+ +)
]

+ . . .

+ SI1 · · ·DIi · · ·DIN

[
(−+ . . .−− . . .−−) + . . .+ (+− . . .−− . . .+ +)

+ (−+ . . .+ + . . .−−) + . . .+ (+− . . .+ + . . .+ +)
]

+ . . .

+DI1 · · ·DIN

[
(−−−− . . .−−) + . . .+ (−−+ + . . .+ +)

+ (+ +−− . . .−−) + . . .+ (+ + + + . . .+ +)
]}
,

(B.3)

where now a new notation is used,

(+− . . .+−) ≡ cos
[

(ω1 + ωI1/2− ΩI1/2 + . . .+ ωIN/2− ΩIN/2) τ
]
. (B.4)

In this case there are 22N modulation frequencies, thus their number being
doubled in size, as noticed in the main text. Furthermore, each of the final
modulation frequencies appearing in Eq. B.3 can be written as a linear
combination of the eigenvalues of the pure-dephasing Hamiltonian, given in
Eq. 2.3, in the CCE1 case (see Appendix C).

Now, an interesting calculation to perform is the one involving the
modulation frequencies, which can be analytically obtained through Eq. 5.15,
in a specific case. The Fourier transform of the signal in time, given in Eq.
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5.15, is easily obtained and can be written as

Σ̃N (ω) =
π

22N−1

{
SI1 · · ·SIN

[
[+−+− . . .+−] + [−+−+ . . .−+] + . . .

+ [+−−+ . . .−+] + [−+ +− . . .+−]
]

+ SI1 · · ·DIN

[
[+−+− . . .+ +] + [−+−+ . . .−−] + . . .

+ [+−−+ . . .−−] + [−+ +− . . .+ +]
]

+ . . .

+ SI1 · · ·DIi · · ·DIN

[
[+− . . .+ + . . .+ +] + [−+ . . .−− . . .−−] + . . .

+ [+− . . .−− . . .−−] + [−+ . . .+ + . . .+ +]
]

+ . . .+DI1 · · ·DIN

[
[+ + + + . . .+ +] + [−−−− . . .−−] + . . .

+ [+ +−− . . .−−] + [−−+ + . . .+ +]
]}
,

(B.5)

where now each term inside the curly brackets is multiplied by a sum of Dirac
delta functions, and we have introduced the notation

[+− . . .+−] ≡ δ [ω + ωI1/2− ΩI1/2 + . . .+ ωIN/2− ΩIN/2] . (B.6)

In passing from Eq. 5.15 to Eq. B.5, we have used the known result

F [cos(ω0t)] = π(δ[ω + ω0] + δ[ω − ω0]). (B.7)

By examining the signal in frequency, given in Eq. B.5, we see that
the Fourier transform will display delta-like peaks in correspondence to each
modulation frequency inside the arguments of the delta functions. To exem-
plify this by means of an example, we report in Fig. B.1 the imaginary part
of the FID time signal of a V0

Si interacting with a single Si29 nucleus in the
second-neighbor shell, for simplicity, and its normalized Fourier transform
obtained via a numerical Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. Since
in this case N = 1, the modulation frequencies are 4 (see Appendix B)
and are quantitatively predicted by Eq. B.3 to be 0.9448 GHz, 0.9576 GHz,
0.9574 GHz and 0.9451 GHz, respectively. The relative amplitude of the cen-
tral peaks is given by (1 − ωI+A

ΩI
)/(1 + ωI+A

ΩI
) = 0.27 (see Fig. B.1b). Even

though Eq. B.3 can be used to find the modulation frequencies displayed
in Fig. 4, a graphical depiction of the peaks of the corresponding Fourier
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(a) (b)

Figure B.1: FID evaluated with CCE1 with ab initio hyperfine tensor com-
ponents: (a) imaginary part of the coherence of a neutral VSi in 3C-SiC as
a function of free evolution time, for an external magnetic field of 340 G.
The bath contains a single Si29 nucleus in the second-neighbor shell. (b)
Normalized Fourier transform of the signal in the time domain obtained via
a numerical FFT algorithm.

transform as in Fig. B.1b is impractical due to the presence of ∼ 23000 of
them for an entire nuclear spin bath. Furthermore, most of them would not
be visible due to the reduced resolution necessary to in principle show all of
them in the horizontal axis and the ever-decreasing relative amplitudes of the
central peaks. In this sense, the example in Fig. B.1 is extremely useful as
a proof of principle of Eq. B.3, in that it shows all the frequencies predicted
as peaks in the corresponding Fourier transform in a simple case. Once we
have demonstrated the reliability of Eq. B.3, through the example in Fig.
B.1 and how we have obtained it in Appendix B, we can proceed towards its
application to finding the dominant frequencies of the curves in Fig. 4. We
already know that the dominant frequencies, the ones represented by peaks
with unitary amplitude in the FFT, are multiplied by the term SS · · ·S (the
first term), since after normalization they are multiplied by 1 and the others
by a number between 0 and 1. As we detail in Appendix B, these frequencies
are 2N (∼ 21500 for a full bath). One of them, the others being very close
differing in the second decimal place (see Fig. B.1b), is contained in the term
(+−+− . . .+−), i.e.

ωdom = ω1 + ωI1/2− ΩI1/2 + ωI2/2− ΩI2/2 + . . .+ ωIN/2− ΩIN/2. (B.8)
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C Modulation frequencies

In this Appendix we derive the modulation frequencies from section 5 by
following a different approach. Let’s start by specializing ourselves to the
case in which there is only one nuclear spin in the bath, i.e. n = 1, and let’s
write the pure-dephasing Hamiltonian 2.3 in this case,

H = DS2
z + γeBzSz + γ1BzSz + ASzIz +BSzIx. (C.1)

The problem’s Hilbert space has dimension dim (H) = 3×2 = 6, so that the
matrix representing Hamiltonian C.1 is a 6× 6 one. We report the matrix in
the following:

ω1 + ωI

2
+ A

2
B/2 0 0 0 0

B/2 ω1 − ωI

2
− A

2
0 0 0 0

0 0 ωI

2
0 0 0

0 0 0 −ωI

2
0 0

0 0 0 0 ω−1 + ωI

2
− A

2
−B/2

0 0 0 0 −B/2 ω−1 − ωI

2
+ A

2

 .

(C.2)
This is a block-diagonal matrix with three quadrants, one for each of the
three electron spin’s energy levels. Consequently, the third quadrant is of
no interest for us, whereas the second one is already diagonal. It remains
to diagonalize the first quadrant to be able to write down the first four
eigenvalues, which are given by

ω1 +
ΩI

2
= E1, (C.3)

ω1 −
ΩI

2
= E2, (C.4)

ωI
2

= E3, (C.5)

−ωI
2

= E4, (C.6)
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where ΩI is defined in Eq. 5.12. Now, from Eq. B.3 we have the 22N , in this
case 4, modulation frequencies, which are the following,

ω1 −
ωI
2

+
ΩI

2
= E1 + E4, (C.7)

ω1 +
ωI
2
− ΩI

2
= E2 + E3, (C.8)

ω1 −
ωI
2
− ΩI

2
= E2 + E4, (C.9)

ω1 +
ωI
2

+
ΩI

2
= E1 + E3. (C.10)

Eqs. C.7-C.10 are the relations we were looking for between the modulation
frequencies and our system’s eigenenergies. Furthermore, analogous relations
valid in the case n = N can be easily obtained by using induction consider-
ations.
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